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Abstract 
In his article entitled “Measuring K-net Distance: Parallels Between Perle and Lewin, 
and a Generalized Representation of Sum-and-Difference Space” (2009), Michael 
Callahan developed a parsimonious voice-leading space for trichordal K-families. 
Using Callahan’s research as a springboard this paper seeks to develop similar 
types of parsimonious voice-leading spaces for K-net graph configurations of all 
remaining cardinalities.  
In order to do so we must first determine the total number of well-formed K-net 
graph configurations possible and to this end, a graph coloring algorithm is 
introduced that determines the number of unique coloring schemes available for K-
net graph configurations of any cardinality.  
Once done, sample parsimonious voice-leading spaces for each distinct K-net graph 
configuration will be demonstrated. The final section of the paper will adapt similar 
types of voice-leading models to illustrate transformational voice-leading pathways 
in inversional-sums as opposed to isographic spaces. Brief analytical examples will 
include short excerpts from Bartok and Stravinsky.  
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